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Abstract 
This document proposes an agile software process for 
the development of avionics software. Developers of 
mission critical airborne software are heavily 
constrained by the RTCA DO-178B regulations. 
These regulations impose strict rules regarding 
traceability and documentation that make it 
extremely hard to employ an iterative software 
development process. In particular, the extra 
validation overhead increases the time spent on small 
iteration cycles (for example, a bug-fix) to several 
weeks. Currently, this sector is also pressed to switch 
to a more agile, customer driven approach. This 
document is meant as a guide to speed up 
development and cope with changing requirements 
using agile techniques in the avionics domain. The 
process indicates the major difference with standard 
agile project development and applies these changed 
principles on well-known agile practices. It explains 
why certain agile techniques have less effect as the 
project progresses and and points out the stadia in 
which practices are beneficial and where they might 
cause a slowdown. 
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Abstract

This document 1 is a proposition that has grown out of discussions and
workshops in the avionics domain. It proposes a agile software process
for the development of avionics software. Developers of mission critical
airborne software are heavily constrained by the RTCA DO-178B regula-
tions [12]. These regulations impose strict rules regarding traceability and
documentation that make it extremely hard to employ an iterative soft-
ware development process. In particular, the extra validation overhead
increases the time spent on small iteration cycles (for example, a bug-fix)
to several weeks.

Currently, this sector is also pressed to switch to a more agile, cus-
tomer driven approach. This document is meant as a guide to speed up
development and cope with changing requirements using agile techniques
in the avionics domain. More concrete, its goals are

• show how to adopt an agile software development process and still
have full documentation and traceability at the end;

• enable late integration of requirements changes with minimal re-
verification efforts.

The process indicates the major difference with standard agile project
development and applies these changed principles on well known agile
practices. It explains why certain agile techniques have less effect as the
project progresses and and points out the stadia in which practices are
beneficial and where they might cause a slowdown.

1 Introduction

The upcoming popularity of agile software development is creating a pressure
for application domains where less flexible software development processes are

1The described work is part of the EUREKA-ITEA AGILE project, and partly funded
by the Flemish government institution IWT (Institute for the Promotion of Innovation by
Science and Technology in Flanders)
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currently used. The avionics software industry is experiencing demands for a
more customer oriented, agile software development approach. More specifically,
this industry is confronted with late requirements changes and asked to shorten
release cycles. While eXtreme Programming (XP) and other agile practices
seem the obvious solution to deal with these demands, at the same time people
are cautioned and advised to consider a more disciplinary approach for the
development of mission-critical software. For example, before deciding on how
much agility to introduce into your software process, it is a good practice to
assess the agile context factors. These factors [4] indicate home grounds for
plan-driven and agile approaches. Figure 1 shows a polar graph with a plot of
the context factor values of a typical avionics software development team. Values
towards the center of the graph indicate room for an agile approach. As can be
seen in the example graph, there is some room for agility: team sizes are quite
small and the culture is not adverse to some chaos. Boehm and Turner would
advise caution however: the criticality of the software in particular demands an
approach that is at least partly plan-driven.

Alistair Cockburn’s crystal methodology [6] states that increasing critical-
ity level means increasing the hardness of the method, resulting in more rigor,
tighter control and less tolerance. Unfortunately, due to a lack of experience
with life-critical software development, the crystal level L (Life critical) is not
discussed in more detail. The fact that people suggest a plan-driven approach
does not necessarily indicate a lack of trust in agile methods, but more an obser-
vation that certain plan-driven methods have been proven to provide software
that passes certification.

Indeed, the mission critical nature of this software has lead to stringent
procedures and plans that could specifically exclude the use of agile methods. In
this paper, we will show that for the avionics software world, agile improvements
can be made while still respecting the RTCA DO-178B certification guidelines.
While this document was focused on software development complying with the
DO-178B standard, the findings may be useful in general for mission-critical
software development.

2 Structure

After a brief introduction to avionics software development and supporting pro-
cess, we establish agile principles for avionics software development. We take
the Triple V model as starting point for our process. We then divide up the
software process into three phases, highlighting the agility opportunities in each
phase. At the end of the document, the applicability of existing and new agile
practices is discussed. Also, we identify some related work on agile CMMI.
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Figure 1: Example Avionics Context Factor Analysis
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3 Avionics Software Development

Avionics software development is heavily constrained by a simple, yet inflexible
goal: to prevent the loss of human lives. This mantra rightfully adds suspicion
to anything that may compromise the safety and security of aircraft personnel
and passengers. For software, this resulted in the establishment of some strict
guidelines for the development processes. Produced by Radio Technical Com-
mission for Aeronautics, Inc. (RTCA), the DO-178B document has become the
de facto standard of such guidelines. The USA’s Federal Aviation Administra-
tion and many other national certification authorities regard this document as
a necessary means to certify avionics software; this is specified in FAA Advisory
Circular 20-115B.

The DO-178B document dates from 19922. Fortunately, it does not impose
a specific software development life-cycle process. The document specifies (a)
objectives for software life-cycle processes, (b) descriptions of activities and
design considerations for achieving those objectives and (c) descriptions of the
evidence that indicates that the objectives have been satisfied. In practice, this
requires the delivery of multiple documents and records to verify traceability
and testing of all requirements. These documents include:

• plans for verification, quality assurance and development;

• all requirements, software and the source code tree;

• problem reports, verification cases, procedures and standards.

The objectives are grouped according to levels of potential danger if the
developed software should fail: A (catastrophic), B (hazardous-severe), C (ma-
jor), D (minor), or E (no-effect). The most stringent levels (A and B) demand
amongst others:

• independent reviews of tests and of requirements compliance;

• traceability of system requirements to the source code.

In addition, the DO-178B standard includes strict guidelines concerning tool
use and reuse of software. If software artifacts are reused between projects, the
certification evidence of these artifacts should be integrated in the certification
evidence of the new project. It should also be of the correct rigor required for
the targeted safety level. If a tool is used that in one way or another eliminates
or automates compliance to certain objectives, certification evidence for such a
tool is also required. A distinction is further made between verification tools
and a development tools. Certification evidence for a development tool should
be of the same rigor as required for the targeted safety-level as such a tool can
directly introduce a bug into the airborne-system. A verification tool may be
developed to a somewhat lower standard as it can only fail to detect a bug in
the airborne system.

2A newer version is being prepared and will be called DO-178C.
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4 Agile principles

The agile principles lie at the heart of most agile methodologies. They are
defined alongside the Agile manifesto [3]. Before trying to bring agility into a
software process, we first check whether the agile principles support avionics
software development. Also, they must not contradict or interfere with the DO-
178B standard. It turns out that most principles can be applied in a certification
driven process without any changes. We need to reinterpret three principles.
However subtle these changes are, they will still have an effect on how agility can
be applied to an avionics software process. These are the subtle yet important
comments on the principles:

Principle: Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and
continuous delivery of valuable software.
This principle applies, but valuable avionics software means software suit-
able for flight operation, which needs much more work than the ordinary,
“tested” software that was targeted by this principle.

Principle: The most efficient and effective method of conveying information to
and within a development team is face-to-face conversation.
This principle applies, but much information that is exchanged needs to
be logged and documented. Face-to-face, informal communication is hard
to capture in documents, and could in fact contradict the produced doc-
uments.

Principle: Working software is the primary measure of progress.
This principle only partly applies: working software means nothing with-
out certification.

5 The Triple V model

Rather than defining an entirely new software process, we take the Triple V
model as basis for our agile process. This model was defined in the DESS
methodology [2]. The latter defines an iterative software process compatible
with the Unified Process [8] and supporting activities for the development of
embedded systems. Although the Triple V model is designed to guide develop-
ment of embedded and mission-critical software, it already has an agile charac-
ter. On the other hand, agile software development offers practices and values
that further enhance the model. We first explain the model, its inherent agility,
and justify its benefits over a standard agile process such as XP.

As its name says, the Triple V model is built out of three separate workflow
V’s, as shown in Figure 2. A workflow V defines a sequence of workflows that
are performed in a software development iteration. The V-shape is determined
by two major information flows:

• information flows along the workflow V, starting in the upper-left corner
and ending in the upper-right corner. The output artifacts of each box
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transitions between workflows: the transitions relate the collections of artifacts that are passed 
from one workflow to another. For example, an implementation workflow at a certain iteration 
cycle during the development of a system may take as its input the implementation from the 
previous iteration together with the current specification.  

The Unified Process defines 5 core workflows (requirements, analysis, design, 
implementation and test workflows) and one generic iteration workflow. The DESS 
methodology adopts the generic iteration workflow from the UP. The core DESS workflows 
that have been defined, are grouped into three Workflow Vs. A Workflow V is defined as a 
grouping of related workflows that can logically be connected by an artifact information flow 
and that can be placed in a kind of V structure (see below). We use the defined workflows and 
Workflow Vs to structure the presentation of the DESS methodology.  

The basic idea for a development methodology goes back to the well-known V-model. The 
DESS methodology, as stated in the introduction, borrows from previous development 
methods that have already proven their use in classical software development. It tries to 
capture not only the best practices of the V-model, but also the iterative development 
concepts as defined by the UP.  

The development model itself consists of three development Vs, all working in parallel (see 
figure 3-1). The first, the realization Workflow V, is backed up by two other, ’shadow’ V-
models: a validation and verification Workflow V, and a requirements management Workflow 
V.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-1: the 3 DESS Workflow Vs and information flow 
across them 

Figure 2: The DESS triple V model

are the input artifacts for the next one. This route corresponds to the
realization path from user requirements to deployed system: each new
artifact is a further development of an earlier one.

• information also flows across the model. Output artifacts on the left
branch may be input artifacts for the corresponding workflow on the right
branch. This route corresponds to the fact that information, used to
achieve decomposition of the system during specification is, at a later
stage, used again to compose the implemented parts.

The workflows may well be carried out incrementally: in that case intermediate
artifacts are created.

The first V, the realization workflow V, is backed up by two other, ’shadow’
V-models: a validation and verification workflow V, and a requirements man-
agement workflow V. The realization V contains all workflows directly related
to the realization of the system. It is the main part of system development,
but it excludes workflows related to validation and verification and require-
ments management. On the left side of the V we find requirements engineering,
analysis and design workflows for the system and its software. The right side in-
cludes software and system integration, and deployment. We refer to the DESS
methodology document for a more detailed explanation of all workflows [2].

The validation workflow V describes validation and verification (V&V) work-
flows that are executed in parallel to system and software realization activities.
These workflows include requirements review, design review/model checking on
the left side, and component testing, system and acceptance testing, and inte-
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gration/subsystem testing.
The requirements management workflow V helps establishing and maintain-

ing an agreement with the customer (internal or external) on the requirements
for the software project. Its workflows include writing a requirements manage-
ment plan, managing traceability, attributes, changes and reports.

The inherent agility of the Triple V model is captured by the three V’s:

1. the realization V’s cycle maps to a short agile iteration. The Triple V
model in general promotes fast, incremental development.

2. the validation V maps to a test driven development approach: it empha-
sizes the continual testing activities.

3. the requirements management V maps to an agile backlog approach. req
mgt: cfr backlog

Next to the inherent agility, the Triple V model fulfills some necessary re-
quirements for mission critical software development. In general it has a lot
of attention for the artifacts involved in the software development process. Al-
though they do not have to be the primary means of development, many artifacts
are crucial to pass certification procedures. More concrete, the Triple V model
addresses artifacts in the following ways:

• the requirements management extends the agile “backlog” approach to
enable the traceability of requirements throughout the development;

• validation activities complement testing to validate models and other arte-
facts that are necessary for certification and correct code generation;

• the realization model defines the artifact flow. For example, the model de-
fines artifact inputs and outputs for every activity. This helps to efficiently
report on the development.

In summary, the Triple V model makes it perfectly capable to do agile de-
velopment, and adds extra benefits for mission critical software development.
However, the emphasis on agile values is currently not that explicit. Therefore
it would be beneficial to re-evaluate the workflows with respect to the agile
values. In particular, agile values and practices could help embracing change
to realize validation and requirements management more efficiently. Also, the
agile principles could help sustain the development, for example by doing early
validation and testing, and shorten the iterations.

6 Introducing Agility

To see what bottlenecks we can alleviate with agile techniques, consider Figure
3. Since a traditional software process suffers from its complexity, the effort
needed to add functionality increases as the project progresses. Agile processes
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Figure 3: Software processes compared.

such as XP aim for an ideal, flattened curve, allowing a constant development
pace.

At the beginning of a project, certification driven software development fol-
lows these curves. We call this the software phase of the project. A first diver-
gence can be seen in the figure when deployment tests begin: the software is
ready to get tested in the field. Here, the process slows down because of hard-
ware dependencies and (partly automated) acceptance testing. These issues are
common in embedded software development (e.g., see [11]). Hence, we call this
the embedded phase. An even more significant slowdown is encountered when
the software is ready to be certified. In this stadium, that we call certification
phase, the software is presumed bug-free, but much documentation and manual
testing is needed to provide the artifacts that are necessary for certification.

For simplicity, the figure does not indicate the certification itself, after which
every modification needs to be recorded in a change request. Even more, the
impact on all artifacts needs to be analyzed and documented.

Table 1 presents for every phase what XP practices can be applied. In
addition, we discuss the most important agile opportunities for every phase.
Together with the risks and weaknesses they define a new curve for an agile
DO-178B driven process.

6.1 Software phase

Software development in this phase is not yet affected by other issues or con-
straints - the software is developed independently. In this phase, all agile prac-
tices may be used. Requirements changes - even hardware changes - are wel-
comed. User and acceptance testing can be fully automated within the context
of the software.
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6.2 Embedded phase

In this phase, there are no fundamental reasons to abandon agility. However,
there may be some repercussions on activities that depend on the developed
software as input. Example activities include continuously installing the soft-
ware on the target hardware, retesting the hardware and generating documenta-
tion. The opportunities in this phase mainly consist of automating these tasks.
Also, feedback and communication become more important in this phase, in
order to cope with the dependencies between and coordination of software and
other activities. Agile practices to consider for facilitating this are post-iteration
workshops and project retrospectives.

6.3 Certification phase

This phase brings with it many additional tasks that need to be executed upon
each software change. Traceability needs to be established and manual testing
and reviewing is required. Traceability requires documents to be dependent on
code artifacts, requirements and other documents. This results in an abundance
of documents that need to be created and made consistent. Because these
documents get prepared near the end of the project, there is little effort to
systematically and efficiently update them.

A logical measure here is to limit the amount of changes. First, to keep
the requirements changes to a minimum, the customer can write their own
acceptance tests. Regarding traceability, there is an opportunity to handle and
manage documents more as source code, so that agile code-centric practices can
also be applied to them. In particular, one can apply the following practices:

• auto-generate not only code, but as much documents as possible;

• include all documents in a version control system;

• manage their dependencies, so that it is immediately clear what document
parts are affected by an artifact change.

Tool support will play a crucial role in this process.
For documents that cannot be auto-generated, an agile document prepa-

ration practice may be useful, such as RaPiD7 [10]. In RaPiD7, documents
are made in workshops where multiple stake-holders are present. Reportedly,
it speeds up the document development process significantly (with speedups
varying between 15 and 96%).

For independent reviewing, pair programming may offer a solution. In a
way, a paired programer continuously reviews the other person’s work. Frequent
changes in pairs should guarantee independence, as people get to see a lot of
other people’s mistakes and gradually become expert reviewers.

The development of automatic test suites is an intensive task. Auto-generation
of test code will speed-up the testing process considerably. For manual accep-
tance testing, there is an opportunity to automate some tests, although this
may need special hardware. One would have to operate inputs (such as the

9



control panel of a flight display) and capture the output of the system (such as
the pixel values of a display).

7 Weaknesses and risks

With the agile opportunities of the previous section, we considerably flatten the
steep curve of a regular DO-178B driven process, as Figure 3 shows. However,
a software process is as slow as its weakest link.

Agility relies on coping with complexity, and most agile practices focus on
software complexity. For the software itself, this benefits the project up to
the certification phase, because once software gets installed in production type
aircraft, it does not need to be updated that often.

As a project progresses, software changes create complexity that is not han-
dled by agile software practices. Managing traceability, even with requirements
tools (such as Telelogic DOORS) may remain difficult. It may not be possible
to automatically generate certain written documents. The earlier mentioned
automation using agile tools is has much less value if the results of uncertified
tools (for example, test suites) need to be manually verified.

At a certain point in time, reducing complexity of the software may even
cause greater complexity, because of the ramifications on traceability, documen-
tation and testing. That is why practices such as refactoring are discouraged in
the certification phase.

To summarize, although we expect significant speedups by applying the ag-
ile opportunities, a daily integrated system build process will most likely be
unfeasible once these external factors come into the picture. Hence, the prin-
ciple “Requirements changes are welcomed” will be hard to maintain in the
certification phase, if at all .

This defines the Agile DO-178B curve in Figure 3. It is not flat, since a
sustainable development pace will remain a hard to reach ideal for the avionics
domain. Still, great improvements can be made compared to the traditional
way of handling a DO-178B driven process.

8 CMMI and Agile

CMMI is often seen as the embodiment of traditional, plan-driven development.
The many references to planning, documentation and artifacts seem to contra-
dict the agile manifesto. One could think that CMMI would slow down the de-
velopment, creating a heavy, inflexible process. For smaller companies, applying
the CMMI seems even more difficult. However, the goal of the CMMI is just the
opposite: to make companies improve their software (and organizational) de-
velopment process, making it more flexible and reliable. Unfortunately, CMMI
only explains what goals should be reached, not how to do it. Hence, for some
companies - who sometimes see CMMI as a “necessary method to comply to”,
CMMI provides more overhead than value. On the other hand, this also pro-
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vides us with the opportunity the reach the CMMI goals with agile practices.
More concrete, [9] explains that, because CMMI focuses on the organizational
level, not not so much on the team and individual, agile team methods such as
the TSP[7] are easy to include in a CMMI compliant process. Similarly, Mi-
crosoft extended their Solutions Framework for agile software development to
be compatible with CMMI [1]. To comply with the CMMI level 3 goals, they
used agile practices instead of the ones that CMMI offers. For higher CMMI
levels, agile metrics were used.

9 Conclusions and future work

This analysis confirms that while a process such as XP can be applied to many
domains, it is targeted at software development processes that are not hindered
by or dependent on factors external to the software. While general statements
cannot be made based on this single assessment, it seems that most agile princi-
ples are still valid in the avionics world. In addition, although avionics software
development is clearly dominated by the plans and documents that go with it,
there is room to apply agile practices.

However, because of the large certification overhead, it will not be possible
to “flatten” the Boehm curve [5] as XP claims.

This said, our most important observations for improvement are these:

Customer level: communicate regularly and early in the development pro-
cess and deliver incrementally functional flight-worthy prototypes. This
will reduce the requirements changes later in the project, when they are
more difficult to apply.

Team and project level: add more transparency and feedback to the project
by applying project feedback based practices, such as post-iteration work-
shops and project retrospectives.

Technical level: treat documents like source code and apply continuous in-
tegration, ultimately enabling shorter iterations.

In the future, this analysis will be further discussed with a number of stake-
holders. Together, we hope to further concretize the risks and utility of the agile
practices, select the best practices, and apply them in (sub)projects.

To conclude, we state that as the pressure for iterative and customer driven
software development will further increase, the industry has no choice but to
adapt their processes accordingly. Not only the customer has to accept new
responsibilities for an agile approach to work. Certification authorities will
need to acknowledge that agile software development can yield software that is
at least as safe as before. However, it remains the developer’s task to convince
the authorities of this. We can only guess the timeframe of these changes. As
it took some time for the certification authorities in order to accept certain
object-oriented development techniques for avionics software, we expect that
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agile practices will soon also be recognized by the certification authorities as
useful practices within an avionics software development process.
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On-site
customer Customer is present and

available for the team to
make questions etc.

× × × Commonly, avionics develop-
ment starts off with a detailed
requirements document from the
customer. This practice could re-
duce the customer start-up effort
and move back the start date for
a project to create more room for
development and certification.

Metaphor Simple story of the purpose of
the application.

- - - A metaphor is not really neces-
sary as the domain applications
are very similar.

Short re-
leases

The product is done in iter-
ative style and new versions
are “published” rapidly.

× × - This is a necessary practice, but
difficult to maintain towards the
end of the project.

Planning
game

The way for customer and the
team to plan and communi-
cate which tasks are to be im-
plemented in each iterations.

× × × As the project advances, this
practice becomes essential to
limit change.

Pair
programming Coding is done in pairs using

one computer.
× × × This practice could help comply

with the DO-178B standard, be-
cause the latter mandates that
all code should be proof-read by
a separate person.

Collective
code
ownership No one owns the code and ev-

erybody is allowed to change
any parts of the code.

× × ×

Unit testing Unit tests are written before
the actual code.

× × ×

Acceptance
testing

Customer writes the accep-
tance tests

× × × These tests could seriously
reduce further requirements
changes. Problems arise when
testing high level requirements,
as the DO standard states the
necessity for these to be verified
by a human being.

Table 1: XP practices (continued on next page)14
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Refactoring Remove duplication and add

simplicity.
× × - This practice is not recom-

mended late in the development
process: refactoring after cer-
tification procedures would add
weeks to the certification cycle.

Simple
design

Tasks are solved with the sim-
plest possible way to avoid
unnecessary complexity.

× × × Simple design could improve the
testing cycle and reduce low level
requirements.

Continuous
integration

New code is integrated as
soon as it is ready.

× × × Recommended, as this finds bugs
early.

Coding
standards Coding rules that everybody

follows.
× × × This is necessary for DO-178B

certification.
40-hour-
week

Avoiding working overtime. × × × This is mainly useful in conjunc-
tion with pair programming.
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Product
backlog

Includes the tasks that needs
to be done for the final prod-
uct.

× × × The DO-178B standard contains
a “checklist” of documents that
have to be handed over to cer-
tification instances. An oppor-
tunity could be to combine the
Scrum backlog with this check-
list.

Daily scrum
meeting

Short daily meetings to
present the progress and
present problems.

× × × Recommended: this could local-
ize bottlenecks early.

Sprint re-
view meeting

Review in the end of the
sprint to present the results
and decide following actions.

× × × Recommended: to localize bot-
tlenecks and improve communi-
cation and workload. Useful in
combination with sprint.

Use
component-
based ar-
chitectures

Software is built using iso-
lated components.

× × × Reuse of certified components re-
duces the certification overhead
drastically.

Visually
model soft-
ware

Models of the software are
done to support the under-
standing.

× × × Because models quickly go out of
sync, this practice is a dangerous
one. However, it is still recom-
mended to model the architec-
ture of the application.

Verify soft-
ware quality

Testing is done during each it-
eration.

× × × This is a must.

Control
changes to
software

Changes to the requirements
are managed and their effect
to the software needs to be
traceable.

× × × Necessary to comply with DO-
178B.

RaPiD7 Documents are done in work-
shops where multiple stake-
holders are present.

× × × This could speed up the docu-
ment development process signif-
icantly.

Planning
day, Work-
ing day,
Release day

Iterations includes different
activities in the beginning
and in the end of the itera-
tion.

× × × MobileD focuses on tailoring the
software process in small itera-
tions that are very well planned
and evaluated. This way, every-
one knows exactly what is going
on and what can be improved.
This could quickly localize and
solve bottlenecks.

Information
radiator

Tasks are collected onto notes
that are moved on a poster
implying the state of the task.

× × × This practice can easily visu-
alize the state of implementa-
tion, testing and documentation
and perhaps even serve as ev-
idence for the way the project
progresses.
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